Agreement on the use of cookies
What are cookies?
Cookies are small data files, in the form of text and / or numbers, that are stored
on your computer or any other device with an Internet browser when you visit a
website so that your device is recognized on a subsequent visit. Cookies can be
used for various purposes, but are usually used to ensure the effective functioning
of the site and to collect / store information about user settings. In other words,
cookies make the use of the Internet easier, because they provide users with a
personalized experience of using the site and the convenience of navigating
through it. Cookies are passive files and can not spread computer viruses or other
malicious software.
Web sites use information collected through cookies to store information about
the user and his preferences, such as whether the user is registered, how the
website is used by the user, etc. Cookies are usually deleted automatically when
the browser is closed (cookie session).
However, some cookies can be deleted at a certain date or after a certain period
of time (persistent cookies). Such cookies are usually stored on your hard drive.
There is also a difference between cookies owned by the website owner (installed
on the website visited by the user) and third-party cookies (installed by a third
party with built-in links to the website visited by the user). Third-party cookies are
usually installed by web analytics services, etc.
How we use cookies
We use cookies to constantly improve and update our site for maximum user
convenience. The information we collect is anonymous, and we can not associate
data collected with cookies with other information about you. Only emma
technologies S.a.r.l.-S and the services listed below have access to information.

In order to constantly improve the content and services on our website, we collect
anonymous statistics on an ongoing basis. We use Google Analytics cookies and
Yandex.Metrica to collect statistics on how you use our site. This helps us identify
any anomalies and make the site more convenient for you. Google Analytics
cookies and Yandex.Metrica contain a randomly generated
ID used to recognize the browser when you read the page. They do not contain
personal data and are used only for web analysis.
Please note that by continuing to use our site, you consent to the cross-border
transfer of cookies to the statistical web service "Google Analytics" located in the
United States and to the statistical service "Yandex.Metrica", whose servers, in
addition to the Russian Federation are located in the territory of the European
Union. If you are against this, follow the instructions given in the "How to stop
using cookies" section.
How to opt out of using cookies
By changing the proper settings in the browser, you can reject cookies and/or
configure your browser to receive a warning before the cookie is saved. However,
please note that if you disable the ability to store cookies, we do not guarantee
the correct operation of our website in your browser. We hope that you will allow
the use of cookies so that visiting our site is as convenient as possible for you.
If you do not want to receive cookies from our site, you can (in most browsers) go
to additional browser settings and add our site to the list of websites with cookies
blocked. Also, you can delete individual cookies or all cookies that your browser
has saved.
If you do not want to use cookies, but you can not block their use (for any reason,
that is, because your browser can not support this option), please stop using our
site immediately.

